
PLEASE  PASS  THIS  LEAFLET  TO  THE  END-USER

Installation guide

Modi�cations Operation and maintenance IMPORTANT SAFETY
We don’t recommend any modi�cation to this 
product. We will not accept any responsibility  

for any modi�ed products or any damage 
caused as a result of their modi�cation.

Failed lamps MUST be replaced promptly or luminaire
switched off to avoid possible damage to control gear. Continuous 

operation at mains voltage in excess of the rated voltage will reduce 
lamp and expected control gear life. Clean diffuser cover 

periodically, in warm soapy water

Before carry out any servicing to this 
luminaire, ensure that the mains supply is 
fully isolated. Disconnect luminaire before 
doing an insulation test of the installation/
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1. Using the light ftting as a guidee, mark the position of the �xing 
     holes onto the wall surface adjacent to the supply wiring.
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350mm Specifcation:
Ÿ Voltage range: 220-240VAC
Ÿ Nom. watts: 13W total
Ÿ Light output: 995lm
Ÿ LED colour: 2700K warm white
Ÿ IP20
Ÿ 3 Year Warranty
Ÿ Housing material ABS
Ÿ 100% dimming control

2. Drill holes at the position marked and �t the plastic wall
    plugs. Insert the �xing scews into the wall plugs, leaving 
    approx 5mm of the screw shaft exposed.

3. Connect the wires in the following way:

240V input

NEUTRAL

SWITCHED LIVE

Wall Light

BLUE (N)

BROWN (L)

4. Mount the light �tting ono the wall by hooking the key-hole slots ovver the �xing sews.
     The wires connections will sit in the cavity in the back of the light �ttin .

Using 2 internal switches control the maximum light output of the upward
and downward light.
5 control steps: 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%.

Internal switches


